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information to Black men in the context
of a vaccine trial requires that a
campaign addresses potential

acceptability concerns about preventive
vaccines and that it addresses racial
identity concerns for Black men in

particular. This study investigated the
role of racial identity concerns and

stigma in preferences for different types
of health promotion message strategies
for Black men. We presented Black men
with four different messages describing

HIV vaccine use in the context of a
hypothetical vaccine trial (i.e., a
"neutral" message, a "negative"
message, a "positive" message

promoting the vaccine for prevention of
HIV, and a "positive" message promoting
the vaccine for helping to control the HIV
epidemic). Findings showed that positive
appeals about HIV vaccine acceptance

could have a greater influence on
preferences if such positive appeals
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were framed using words and concepts
that would be more familiar to Black

men. Findings also show that Black men
feel a greater need to personally identify
with the message sender if the message
sender is presented using the language
of the Black community. Implications for
engaging Black men in prevention and

treatment messages are discussed. 669
So.2d 432 (1996) Brett A. BRADSHAW v.
BAGADIE ENTERPRISES, INC. 1950348.
Supreme Court of Alabama. May 17,

1996. Rehearing Denied June 28, 1996.
Dan E. Schmaeling, Mobile, for appellant.

Bruce F. Walker, Mobile, for appellee.
SHORES, Justice. Brett A. Bradshaw

appeals from a judgment based on a jury
verdict 0cc13bf012
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